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Hope College, Holland, Michigan

Serving the Hope Community for 105 Years

Nykerk, more than a tradition
Rv iniip Rinir
By Julie Blair
campus editor
"It's not just a competition, it's a
feeling,"
Nykerk
General
Chairperson Holly Moore ('93) told
the audience at the 57th Annual
Nykerk Cup Competition Saturday
night at the Holland Civic Center.
"You will experience the joy and
excitement all through the faces of
these Nykerk participants," Moore
s a i d . " N y k e r k is not j u s t a
competition. It is so much more. It is
sharing, learning and growing. It is
the spirit we would like to share
with you tonight."
It was in that spirit the Class of
'95 captured the 1992 Nykerk Cup.
Though the trophy itself was the
official prize, the real reward came
during the four weeks of intense
rehearsals, found in the treasures of
new friendships and hard work.
The elegant evening was touched
by an intimate silliness and passion
shared by both classes. The traditions
were fell so deeply that more than
one in the audience left with hanky
in hand.
Decked out in stately tuxedos

and formal white gloves, the morale
men escorted their Song Girls to
their seats at the opposing sides of
the room, smoothly marking off
ninety degree turns at the comers,
military style. Quietly they took their
seats behind the judges, backs
straight, heads lilted upward, eyes
dancing. They were proud of their
girls.
The lights flickered then dimmed,
a beam of energy focusing on
director Jen Syler ( 4 94). The Class
of 1996 rose to face their coach and
stood silently but for the flicker of
impish grins threatening to penetrate
the formal smiles.
Syler signaled 4 96 pianist Meg
Moeller to begin. Suddenly the
chorus came alive, singing with
gusto, white gloves blinking against
a sea of navy.
" L a d i e s and gentlemen...We
proudly present...
And so began Nykerk '92.
O r a t o r Lisa M e e n g s ( ' 9 5 )
followed with her interpretation of
"APlaygroundForthe Chameleon,"
this year's chosen oration theme.
Her rhetoric challenged the audience
not to be afraid of life's obstacles
and disappointments.

The '96 play finished the first
half with their production of ' T h e
Emperor's Daughters," a fantasy
spoof about the perilous plight of
two fathers, one a fine emperor, the
other a bellowing barbarian, looking
for spouses for their unmarried,
unmannered children.
An intermission followed the
three performances allowing the nine
j u d g e s time to respond to the
performances. Collaboration was not
allowed; each judge choosing a
winner in their assigned categories.
Each event was won by a two-thirds
majority, the Nykeric cup given to
the class winning two of three
categories.
W h i l e the j u d g e s rated the
freshmen, the Song Girls were
experiencing fanny fatigue.
"We had to sit perfectly still and
couldn'tmoveatall," '95SongGirl
Chrisje VanLonkhuyzen said. ' T h a t
was absolutely the worst."
But the morale guys saw to it the
girls weren't totally c o m a t o s e .
During the intermission they sang
cheers, performed skits and even
climbed into pyramid, the tails of

Six Hope students were the victims of a violent attack in the vicinity
of 15th Street and Columbia Avenue
this past weekend, although no one
was seriously hurt.
Reports have been filed with the
Holland City Police Department and
the incident is under investigation.
Fortunately, none of the students
were physically harmed, although
they were shaken up by the incident.
Around 4 a.m. on Sunday, November 8, three freshmen women
left a residence on 15th Street to
return home to the dorms. The
women were escorted by a male
friend. Part-way home another
acquaintance offered them a ride
home in his enclosed pick-up truck.
The women agreed to the ride

while the male friend decided to
walk. The driver of the truck got out
to let the women into the back. While
he was returning to the front of the
truck, five males, non-Hope
students, came out from behind
Columbia
A p a r t m e n t s with
crowbars and crossbars and went
after the driver.
When the attack began the driver
quickly ran away from the attackers
for safety. The women were in the
car while the assailants beat the body
and shattered the windows.
One of the victims remembers
telling the other women "Keep your
heads down" in hope that the broken
glass would not hurt any of them.
The w o m e n remained quiet
during the attack and when things
started to die down they began yelling for help. The noise alerted the
friend that had decided to walk, the
driver of the truck and nearby

residents.
Once these men reached the truck
the five attackers had already fled
the scene. The Hope men then
returned to the house that they had
originally come from to alert the
police.
"Nothing like this has ever happened in the 12 years that I have
been on the force," said an officer on
duty at the time of the incident.
"If we would have kept walking,
it would have been us they were
beating rather than the car," said one
of the women who was in the truck
during the attack.
Hope College encourages everyone to call for an escort (x7770)
when parking a car or traveling
around campus after dark. The two
shuttles provided for escorts operate
daily, one from 6 p.m. until 2 a.m.
and the other from 8 p.m. until 2
a.m.

Conway named teacher of the year
Joan Conway, professor of music anybody richly deserved the honor,
and piano instructor, has been named she certainly did."
State Teacher of
"Joan is one of
the Year by the
the most respected
Michigan Music
and loved faculty in
Teachers' Assothe department of
ciation (MMTA).
music, both for her
C o n w a y
craftsmanship as a
received the honor
pianist and for her
during
the
c o n c e r n f o r her
association's
students," said Dr.
annual convention
Bobby Fong, dean
in Southfield.
f o r the a r t s and
"1
couldn't
humanities and a
praise her more. I
professorofEnglish
have the highest
at Hope. "Hope is
regard for her as a
very p r o u d to
t e a c h e r , as a
number her as one
human being, as a
of our own."
musician and as an
Joan Conway
The MMTA is
administrator.
made up of college
too," said Natalie Matovinovic, a and independent music teachers, and
past president of the MMTA. "If has nearly one thousand members.
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See NYKERK page 7

Six students attacked
near Hope's campus
Jane VanOstenberg
staff reporter

^

Conway recently completed a twoyear term as MMTA president, and
prior to her presidency had spent
two years as vice president, four
years as second vice president and
six years on the Board of Certification.
Conway teaches both college and
high school students. Her students
are frequent contest winners, and
h a v e won and placed in the
K a l a m a z o o Bach C o m p e t i t i o n ;
M S B O A S o l o and E n s e m b l e ;
MMTA Student Achievement Testing finals; Music Teachers' National
Association Yamaha, Baldwin and
Wurlitzer Competitions; and many
others.
She is well-known throughout
the Midwest as soloist, chamber
player and accompanist. She has

See CONWAY page 11
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SARAH PORATH (front and center) and fellow '95 Song
girls perform In 57th Annual Nykerk Cup Competition.

Activity fee income
better than expected
dent activities from going in debt,"
said Julie Meyer ('95), Student
Congress Comptroller in charge of
student activites budgets. "It is baThe Student A p p r o p r i a t i o n s sically an insurance policy."
Student Congress is now in debt
Committee will have $175,000 to
work with during this school year to H o p e $ 5 0 , 6 0 0 , d o w n f r o m
from activities fee income, accord- $73,000 in 1987,due toanumberof
organizations overspending their
ing to current estimates.
This figure is up from the esti- budgets during previous years. Hope
mates made last year. At the end of put the debt in a separate account
last spring semester, $169,575 was and agreed to forgive $8,000 each
calculated to reflect possible en- year the budget stays in the black.
"I think the school has been very
rollment figures for the 1992-93
generous," Meyer said. "It has made
school year.
The Business Office has esti- Student Congress leadership aware
mated a number a couple thousand of a much more accountable approless than $ 175,000 to be on the safe priations process. We want to end
side, protecting against over appro- the fiscal year with a balanced
budget."
priating.
For the past couple of years, stuCurrently, $160,867 has been
appropriated in the form of capital dent organizations have, with only a
requests and budgets to 24 different few minor cases, kept within their
campus organizations receiving budgets and have returned money
funding through Student Congress back into Congress' fund at the end
including SAC (Social Activities of the school year for future use by
student activities. Currently, orgaCommittee), WTHS, The Anchor
and Milestone. Other funds were nizations are on track todo the same.
"Overall, organizations this year
approved for the Center for Volunteer Services, a Spring Fling concert, have shown a high degree of fiscal
a speaker series, an Anchor computer responsibility," Meyer said.
77tfA/ir/K9r calculated this year's
payment and the senior class gift/
income from the student's activities
event to the school.
The remainder is being used to fee to be $175,000 by combining
fill ad hoc requests and appeals from reports f r o m the business and
student organizations and to serve registrar'soffices. Students enrolled
as a safety buffer against over- at Hope for five or more credits
must pay the $70 activities fee, acspending.
Congress created a bylaw for cording to the business office. Stuthemselves a couple years ago dents enrolled for one to four credits
whereby they must set aside a con- have the option of paying the fee.
In addition, those enrolled with
tingency of at least $7,000each year.
This money is not to be touched an off-campus program in Philadelexcept in the case of an emergency. phia, Washington or anywhere else
"If a student organization goes in
See FEE page 11
debt, this money protects all of stuby Scott Runyon
editor-in-chief

Clinton deserves respect
Stephanie Grier
The voice of America has been
heard. Last week, the citizens of
this country tied all of their
aspirations for the future of the
U.S.A. together and gave them to
Bill Clinton.
When Clinton steps into the
Oval Office this January, he will
bear the weight of these aspirations. He will be expected to
create a healthy economy, a fastgrowing j o b market and a profitable place for the U.S. in the New
World Order.
Who would wish to be Bill
Clinton now? Is there any who
would envy his term as president
in a time when this position
implies so many expectations?
It seems inevitable that Clinton
will disappoint the United States
somehow. When the presidential
honeymoon has ended and change
is slow in coming, his effectiveness will undoubtedly be questioned.
This questioning, however, will
not be the result of Clinton's
ineffectiveness or of puffed-up
campaign promises; rather it will

be a result of the expectations
placed upon him. This year's
presidential campaigns have
echoed with the noises of an
unhappy nation, and these sounds
will not fade as the unlucky
winner takes his seat.
Beginning in January, Bill
Clinton will face his countrymen
in a jury of millions. However, the
jury will not be unbiased; there
will be those who are lying in wait
for his first mistakes, and there are
those who think that he is a savior
destined to fix America. Clinton's
future can be found both in the
glittering eyes of the anticipatory
set and in the disillusioned minds
of the true believers.
There is no way for Clinton to
escape these expectations. He is a
prisoner of them, since he comes
into power at a time when those
underneath him have so many
problems. America is looking to
him for fast, easy solutions.
However, most logically
thinking citizens are aware of the
fact that there are no quick
answers to the troubles of

America. There are going to be
sacrifices ahead, and the citizens
of this country must be prepared
to make them. Bill Clinton can't
d o it all by himself; he needs the
support and understanding of his
fellow countrymen.
It is unfair to place such great
expectations on a single human
being, since it is not he alone who
has made the country what it is,
and it is not he alone who will
take care of the problems that
America has. There are also a
congress, a judiciary and several
million citizens who must take on
a little bit of this job themselves.
There are no messiahs in
politics. Each man gives what he
can and moves blindly forward
into the future like everyone else.
Bill Clinton cannot save America
from itself, he can only offer us
what he knows to be the best
presidency he can give.
It seems only fair that America
should return the favor with
understanding and respect, rather
than with demands and futile
expectations.

Voskuil named Blekkink professor
ceived the professorship," Voskuil
said. "I am especially honored to
have been chosen to follow Elton
Bruins."
Dr Dennis Voskuil has been apVoskuil has taught courses in
pointed the Evert J. and Hattie E. American religion, church history,
BlekkinkProfessorof Religion. He Bible and contemporary culture
was appointed to the chair by the while serving on various campus
College's Board
committees, and
of Trustees durhas twice served
ing its recent fall
as a faculty repmeeting.
r e s e n t a t i v e to
Voskuil is a
the College's
professor of reliBoard of Trustgion and chairees.
p e r s o n of the
He is the audepartment. He
thor of numersaid that the apous journal arpointmeitt is an
ticles, and also
honor to himself
wrote the book
and the departMountains Into
ment.
Gold
Mines:
The p r o f e s Robert Schuller
sorship was creand the Gospel
ated in 1981
of Success.
from a bequest of
An ordained
the late Victor
Professor Voskuil minister in the
and
Ruth
R e f o r m e d
Blekkink in honor of their parents. C h u r c h , V o s k u i l has s e r v e d
The chair was previously held by churches in Watertown, Mass., and
religion faculty member Elton .Kalamazoo.
Bruins, who retired in May.
During the 1990-91 and 1991"1 am very honored to have re- 1992 academic years he was interim

by Chaquita Walton
staff reporter

senior pastor of Third Reformed
Church in Holland, including on a
full-time basis while on a leave of
absence from the college during
1991-1992.
He earned his undergraduate
degree at the University of Wisconsin Madison, earned a B.D. at
Western Theological Seminary and
earned his doctorate at Harvard
University.
The professorship is open to
faculty members in the departments
of education and religion. It provides
financial support for a member of
the faculty who is selected on the
basis of a distinguished record as an
outstanding teacher, for recognized
scholarly contributions and for
significant contributions to the
overall mission of the college.
"Dr. Dennis Voskuil is an ideal
successor to Dr. Elton Bruins as the
Evert J. and Hattie E. Blekkink
Professor of Religion," said Jacob
Nyenhuis, provost of Hope College
and professor of classics. "He has a
distinguished record as a teacher, as
scholar and as servant of the college
a n d the c h u r c h . He t h e r e f o r e
exemplifies all the qualities that
should characterize a holder of this
endowed chair."

NEWS OF THE WORLD
BOSNIA
Pro-Iranian Lebanese groups have sent more than 50 guerrillas to
train Muslim forces fighting in Bosnia. Guerrillas from the Shiite
Muslim Hezbollah and the Sunni Muslim Islamic Taweed group
recently arrived in the former Yugoslav republic. In related news
Bosnia's Serbs announced a peace plan that would solidify the Serb's
grip on most of Bosnia.
GERMANY
About 100,000 Germans marked the anniversary of the 1938 Nazi
"Kristallnacht" program that foreshadowed the Holocaust, staging
rallies in dozens of cities to denounce rightist violence. In Rome,
nearly 50,000people took part in demonstrations against anti-Semitism
and racism.
BRITAIN
Russia and Britain signed the first comprehensive treaty between
the two nations since 1766. Russian President Yeltsin, making his first
official visit to Britain, signed the pact with Prime Minister Major
after the two leaders met for several hours. Aides signed other accords
covering trade, defense, civil aviation and nuclear energy.
MEXICO
Mexico's ruling party claimed a landslide election victory in a key
state, prompting opposition calls for mass protests against alleged
fraud in Sunday's vote. Officials in the northeastern state of Tamaulipas
said that with seventy percent of the ballots counted, the Institutional
Revolutionary Party had sixty-eight percent of the vote.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
The Supreme Court dealt a blow to employees who have AIDS.
The court left intact a ruling that said self-insured companies aren't
barred by a federal employee-benefit law from reducing health
insurance coverage for workers with AIDS. The justices refused to
hear an appeal of a decision by a federal appellate court permitting the
slashing of coverage as long as it is motivated by a desire to save
money, rather than animosity toward AIDS sufferers.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Arabs and Israelis resumed peace talks in a bitter mood due to the
rocket attacks by guerrillas against northern Israel. Israeli's chief
negotiator said, "If there is not security and quiet on our side of the
border, there will be no quiet for you either". Both sides stalked
angrily out of the meeting rom after only a half hour.
NEW *YORK '
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An 11 year-old boy won the right to fire his court-appointed lawyer
in his parents' divorce case. The ruling by a New York state judge in
Brooklyn reflects a new emphasis on children's rights.
ARKANSAS
President-elect Clinton said the economy was showing "very
troubling signs" but he hoped an economic summit later this year
would be able to come up with solutions. Separately, aides to Clinton
said he is unlikely to press immediately for campaign-finance overhaul and the line-item veto.

Thinking about journalism? Want to find
out what happens behind the scenes at a
college newspaper? Like being "the first to
know"? Here's your chance:

Join The Anchorl
Call x7877 or stop by The Anchor otflce in
DeWitt Center.

Advisors a valuable resource for registration
b y Dirk J o l d e r s m a
features editor
For many freshmen, their first
class registration is a time of great
anxiety and tremendous pressure.
They are well-aware of the need to
select their classes wisely, for there
are only a limited number of opportunities for classes. Also, the
looming threat of an unfamiliar,
sometimes incomprehensible, bureaucracy can stress even the most
confident of freshmen.
But registration need not be a
time of bewilderment, for Hope's
administration and faculty provide
aid in most of the areas of concern.

Most freshmen are not fully aware
of the possible help that an academic advisor can be. The advisor,
to most freshmen, is just "some guy
I had to talk to when 1 came here. I
know that sometime in the next week
I'm going to go in and talk to him."
But the advisor really has a much
more definitive role in the scheduling process. Most importantly, the
advisor signs the permission slip
that allows students to register. But
most advisors intend to help in more
ways than just that.
The advisor, as the name implies,
is a counselor to the student. Most
advisors are happy to help students
in understanding core requirements,
major requirements anu selecting
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electives. In addition, advisors often have valuable advice on what
classes make good combinations.
The advisor is also able to exert a
little pull in his or her department,
allowing a student to register in a
normally closed class.
But, if a student's advisor is
poorly suited to best address that
student's individual needs, there is a
simple procedure for switching to a
new advisor. .A three-line form,
available in the Registrar's Office,
will, upon completion, assign the
student to the advisor of his or her
choice. The Registrar's Office is
also an important aid to the deliberating f r e e m a n , i n t h e Registrar's
Office can be found extremely sound

advice, and if a mistake has been
made in scheduling, here is where it
is normally corrected. Students can
drop and add classes through this
office, and here is where the student
may someday go to take a class
pass/fail. Class schedules are available here, and any changes to the
schedule will be noted in the office.
One of the greatest tensions surrounding registration is the possibility, especially for freshmen, that
a class fills up before the student has
a chance to enroll in it—and that the
loss of this class upsets a perfectly
planned schedule.
There really are no ways to avoid
this problem, but there are several
solutions. The easiest way to resolve

the conflict is to sign up on the waitlist for the class and hope that enough
students drop to allow admission.
But this is a particularly random and
ineffective method.
A better solution is to approach
the professor teaching the class. If
the class is for a prospective major,
more often than not the professor
will allow the student to enroll. This
also works sometimes even in nonmajor fields.
Perhaps the best way to avoid
ruining a schedule is to carefully
plan alternatives to each class.
Though this takes time, it usually is
the best way to avoid the last-m inute
scrambles that cause so much frustration.

Investigative journalist exposes Cox shares memories
psychics and faith healers

be strongly against it."
Cox was so very opposed to the
war, in fact, that he even organized
A miniature sailing vessel is a movement to protest it.
"A group of us got together and
quietly displayed in his office. It
rests within a glass cabinet, its sails marched in the Tulip Parade," Cox
billowing full and high in an remembered. "It was a completely
unauthorized thing; I think it
imaginary wind.
The ship seems a fitting symbol surprised some people."
Vietnam would return again to
for its owner, who has not only
lived and traveled in many places, cast a shadow over Cox' s life. After
but who has also found himself his graduation from Hope, he was
returning to his home port here at able to attend graduate school in
Chicago for only a year before the
Hope.
John Cox ('67), professor of government did away with graduate
English and director of the IDS deferments.
"1
was
program, is one of
classified ' 1 - A , '
several
Hope
and was therefore
professors who
bound
to
be
r e c e i v e d
drafted," Cox said.
undergraduate
"Needless to say,l
degrees here in
didn't want to go."
Holland.
His
Cox
had
experiences both
married by this
at
Hope and
time, so together he
elsewhere serve as
and
his
wife
a reminder of the
ventured to New
opportunities that
Mexico. There,
exist on campus
Cox applied for a
and in the world.
"1 first came to
Professor Cox t e a c h i n g
deferment.
Hope
sight
"1 applied for a job in a rural
unseen," Cox said through a smile.
"Someone had told me that 1 should area, since deferments were granted
look into a private midwestem to teachers in high-need places,"
college, so 1 wrote to Hope and to Cox explained. ' T w o weeks after 1
Calvin. Hope had accepted me and began teaching there, I was actually
given me a scholarship before I drafted, but I took it to the school
even got an application from board and they were able to
intervene."
Calvin, so Hope it was."
Cox enjoyed his time in New
Previously unseen places were
not a problem for Cox; at that time Mexico very much; he taught
he had already lived in spots that remedial reading to Navajo kids,
and learned his own first lessons
were a continent away.
"1 lived in Thailand for four about teaching.
"The kids actually didn't
y e a r s as a y o u n g s t e r , " Cox
e x p l a i n e d . " M y parents were understand much English, so it was
missionaries there, and they took almost like teaching English as a
me along. I attended boarding second language," Cox explained.
school in that country from the "It took me a while to figure that
time I was seven until I was eleven; out, but I eventually did. So I was
it was very highly structured and a supposed to be teaching remedial
reading with no training at all; it
real experience."
Although Thailand had taught was very difficult."
After his time in New Mexico,
Cox much about certain aspects of
the world, Hope was still sort of a Cox decided to move on.
"1 realized that if 1 continued to
surprise.
" T h e C o l l e g e w a s really do that, 1 would have to stay there
conservative, which surprised me," for a really long time," Cox said,
Cox elaborated. "The atmosphere still wanted to go back to graduate
was rather constraining; at certain school, so I left and joined the
reserves."
times I found it even annoying."
After the Vietnam conflict had
One of these times arose during
ended and he had passed his time in
the Vietnam era.
"It got to the point where most the reserves,Cox finished graduate
people felt one way or another about school and began to teach at the
the conflict," Cox said. "One was college level.
either strongly for the war or
see C O X p a g e 12
strongly against it. I happened to

by Stephanie Grier
associate editor

by Julie Blair a n d T a r a
Slollenmaier
campus editor and staff reporter
Though Dan Korem's job description doesn't require handling
ectoplasm, many regard him as a
kind of ghostbuster.
As part of the Thomas F. Staley
Distinguished Christian Scholar
Lecture Series, Korem shared his
experiences exposing fraudulent
psychics and faith healers with Hope
students November 2 in a lecture
entitled, "Fraud and the Supernatural Z'
An i n v e s t i g a t i v e j o u r n a l i s t ,
Korem has spent the past several
years exposing nationally known
psychic James Hydrick who claimed
he had telekinctic powers validated
by a scientist at the University of
Utah, broadcasting his confession
in Psychic Confession, a documentary aired nationally in conjunction
with a 60 Minutes producer and a
Pulitzer Prize nominee. Korem now
is preparing to expose another
psychic in a special scheduled to air
in 1993.
Korem opened the forum displaying magic tricks to illustrate the
manipulative techniques used by
faith healers. While explaining the
techniques of these people, he
slipped the word "blue" into his
speech allowing the mind of the
audience to pick up the subliminal
messages. Later in the demonstration, he threw out a ball of paper to
the audience with the name of a
color written on it and asked a student to name a color he wanted to

put in his left hand. When the student guessed " b l u e " he was correct.
Supposedly, Korem passed the word
to the student telekinetically—this
would have impressed most, he said,
but then revealed the addition of 12
"blues" into his speech pattern.
But using words to manipulate is
only one manner of deception, according to Korem. He explained that
faith healers trick innocent people
into believing they have supernatural
powers while, in actuality, these
people are being monitored for
signals such as n o n - v e r b a l
communication during conversation.
"Fast Eddie," a horoscope reader
Korem knows, kept a list of all his
c u s t o m e r s on a d a t a b a s e and
recorded information that wouldclue
him in during the next reading as his
customers were paying. A glimpse
of a license number or bill could be
utilized. Korem remembered Eddie
using a hospital invoice to scam an
oncology patient. Later when she
called for a second consultation,
Eddie mentioned of a "feeling a
cancer patient would call" and asked
if her family was healthy. He had
said nothing significant, according
to Korem, but "loaded the language"
with innuendos.
Korem also pointed to Shirley
MacLaine, a famous ballet dancer,
as a fraud. She popularized "New
Age" supernatural powers when she
herself admitted it was a hoax.
Korem attributed MacLaine's
celebrity status as the force which
helped to endorse New Age philosophies and as a result, many

bookstores now have entire sections
dedicated to the topic.
Though lectures and talk shows
through the years, Korem said he
has encouraged those who claim to
have powers to write them down
and notarize them and when they
come true bring them to him.
"In twenty years nobody ever
called me who wasn't deluded,"
Korem said. In following some of
these cases, Korem said he has found
several character patterns.
"Women who deal in witchcraft
or those who claim to be psychic
have usually been molested by their
fathers; psychics have the same
characteristics as dictators like
Hitler," Korem said. "Faith healers
had oppressive fathers and bad family relationships. I've never seen
anyone from a solid, normal background make these kinds of claims."
According to Korem, the people
w h o a c c e p t f a i t h h e a l e r s are
searching for answers and someone
to bel ie ve in and cannot simply thank
God for the miracle of life.
Though some say Korem is a
quack himself, he carefully documents his rhetoric with scholarly
research from several sources, including Hebrew scriptures in their
original text.
A Christian converted from
Judaism while in college, Korem
said he too doubted Jesus was the
Messiah,believing Christ could have
faked his resurrection by using a
body double or twin. But after cross
referencing different books of faith,

see K O R E M p a g e 12

Holland store bridges gap
to multieulturalism
by Tara Stollenmaier
staff reporter
The name "The Bridge" describes
CRAFTS
the effects of the store's mission.
The Bridge is one of five stores in
Michigan that gives 60-70 percent
from every product sold back to the
person who made it. Natives from as
close as Mexico and as far as Sri
Lanka and the Jordanian West Bank
sell their goods through the small
store located at 18 W. Eighth St.
Goods from 40 nations are sold from
The Bridge.
The Bridge started as a project
run by Christ Memorial Church one
weekend in October of 1988. They
>Anc^or photo by Rich Blair
got the idea through Seeds; a
THE BRIDGE on Eigth Street, features SELFHELP and
magazine that tells of Alternative
Trade Organizations. In nine hours other merchandise from around the world.
S8,000 was raised. It was realized becausc they need to put food on the craft makers arc women, they
that there an interest in Holland for their table that evening. They work create products so their familiescan
items like these, and the idea for the and live day by day. Boogart says have food and clothes.
she is trying to do something to
Unable to work more than eight
store was created.
months a year, Filipino men who
Its original storefront, on Four- make things more equitable.
"You can't do a whole lot; but do cannot provide for their families
teenth St. and College Ave, was
during the remaining four months of
owned by the Western Theological what you can," Boogart said.
SELFHELP Crafts of the world the year arc aided by projects of
Seminary and opened in November
of 1989. This non-profit store still is is the program that organizes the organizations like SELFHELP.
p r o d u c e r s , c r a f t s , and s t o r e s .
SELFHELP is a compassionate
facilitated by Western Seminary.
Judy Boogart, manager of The SELFHELP is one of the four main organization. One couple had to ask
Bridge, is one of two people paid a alternative trade groups The Bridge for another cash advance to produce
small salary. Boogart is very con- patronizes. The idea for these 122 the hairclips they had promised to
cerned about peace and justice is- stores around the country came when SELFHELP. They had used the
natives started selling their crafts to money when their eight month old
sues.
"1 love to touch them (the items missionaries, often the only people daughter died of bronchitis and
in the store) to feel the hands that with money. Soon the missionaries pneumonia. SELFHELP gave them
touched them to make it," Boogart had an over-abundance of crafts and the advance and four weeks later the
said. She realizes everything re- began to bring them home to sell couple successfully supplied the 300
hairclips.
volves around money. She empha- them to the parishioners.
SELFHELP trains some of the
There are so many more possible
sized that when people go to small
shops in foreign countries and bar- natives to make crafts, giving half of examples of SELFHELP and The
ter over a price they are stealing the the funding up front for materials Bridge's compassioii and humanlivelihood of the person. The pro- and the remaining portion when ity. They are extremely worthy a . I>s
ducers have to settle for any price goods are delivered. A majority of to the impoverished Third World.

Scuba class dropped
Jane VanOstenberg
staff reporter
Scuba class will be sorely missed
by students and faculty alike, but
due to cutbacks there was no other
alternative tocutting the course from
the curriculum.
The part-time course load has
been dramatically cut back in the
last few years. Scuba had already
been cut from two courses to one
and now will be cut entirely. Scuba
has been part of our curriculum for
eight years along with being part of
the recreation major in the physical
education department. Scuba was
part of this major and when the
major was dropped three years ago,
the course was kept because of student interest and enjoyment.
" I was really interested in water
sports and friends suggested scuba,"
said Jim Beckering, ('93) a current
scuba student. " I think scuba is a
worthwhile skill to have and I hope

to utilize the skills learned in class
when I travel."
Dr. George Kraft, chairperson of
the physical education department,
had to make the decision to drop
scuba in order to keep the Theoretical and Practical Aspects of Wilderness Skills class, which has been
offered as a course during the past
twenty years. With the cutbacks in
part-time instructors—which have
hit all departments—these decisions
have become a necessity even though
student interest is there.
Scuba professorChuck Larson is
a certified instructor, and is also the
ownerofhis own shop, Ocean Sands
Scuba. According to Kraft, "It was a
tough decision to make and it will be
a shame to lose such a gifted instructor like Chuck Larson."
Students have responded favorably to the class in the past and Kraft
anticipates receiving phone calls
f r o m s t u d e n t s about the c l a s s
discontinuation.
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Faith healing perspective needed
have recently seen the very significant figure of
Dan Korem appear at Hope through the Staley Distinguished
Christian Scholar Lecture series. (See Korem story on page
three.)
He presented a very strong argument declaring faith
healers to be fakes. Korem said on a numberof occasions that
he has looked everywhere without finding even one legitimate
faith healer.
While Korem delivered a strong and convincing
presentation, the mixed response to his lecture clearly
demonstrates the diversity of opinions within even the
relatively small community of Hope College.
In keeping with its well-publicized and highly
respected liberal arts philosophy, Hope College should take
this opponunity to cultivate an understanding of the multiple
perspectives of this issue. Hope should ask a Christian faithhealer to represent the other side in this debate.
This would be a particularly valuable learning
experience for Hope because faith healing is largely misunderstood. In general, faith healing has been classified
along with TV evangehsts, channelling, reincarnation, and
magic as extremely suspect discipline, if not quackery.
But even in this largely skeptical society, there are
some faith-healers who maintain a less dubious reputation.
If a speaker of this nature were brought to Hope, the benefits
would be considerable.
The additional perspective would make it possible
For intelligent and informed discussion to take place
concerning this issue Korem raised.
This is a particularly relavent dialogue to be taking
place on Hope's campus. Religion has been a pillar of the
college, and further discussion of this, an issue that is largely
a question of faith versus skepticism, can only improve the
continuing religous exploration of Hope College students.

Dedication to accuracy
The people of Hope College certainly have the right to expect their
community newspaper to be dedicated to truthfulness and accuracy.
It may seem contradictory, then,
when you see the corrections and
clarifications in this issue. I wanted
to take this opportunity to communicate why.
I agonize over errors. Let me tell
you, it's the worst feeling to see the
paper Wednesday morning only to
realize 1 printed the wrong name in
a front page story and cutline. This
can really be deflating because so
much time and energy has gone into
the issue.
The Anchor's policy is never to
print a known error, but reality is
that in the economy of time and
resources, there will be errors in the
paper. This is also true with any
publication. Even the New York
Times and Wail Street Journal print
errors, but more are caught in these
publications because they have the
time and resources to double check
things that we can't.
Even though TheAnchorwdl not
be able to catch all errors before
publication, I am committed togathering the correct information
and printing a correction or clarification as soon as errors are brought
to my attention.
I appreciate people bringing these

to my attention as well so that I can
help the Hope community better
understand the truth.
One example of how we have
tried to bring clarification is in the
instance of the activities fee story
(see front page). When going to
press with the October 21 issue, we
felt that the infoimation regarding
the amount of income from the activities fee was correct. Soon after
publication we began to hear questions as to the correctness of the
figures.
It became evident that nobody, at
The Anchor or anywhere else had
calculated the total activities fee
scientifically—it had only been estimated without concrete statistics.
Student Congress didn't even know
what they had to work with because
of the intricate way things worked.
At that point, I began to do some
digging and figuring to get the most
accurate numbers possible. This took
me to the Registrar's Office to ask
them to run a report that had not
been run and to the Business Office
to ask a number of questions about
budgeting.
* I also had to communicate with
Julie Meyer ('95), Student Congress
comptroller in charge of budgets for
student activities, Joe Kuiper ('93),
Student Congress vice-president and
with Anne Bakker-Gras, director of

Scott Runyon
editor-ln-chlef

student activities.
I coordinated all the information
and double checked it before publication.
I then waited a week after having the information so that I could
check it by some additional sources.
So it took three weeks to publish the
correct information.
What The Anchor is trying to do
is bring information which is credible and trustworthy to an audience
that deserves it. That is why I will do
everything I can to be sure misleading or inaccurate information is
not published. When it is, I will do
what I can to bring clarity and understanding to the issue through an
entry in the corrections and clarifications box on the editorial page or
a story which provides updated information.

Corrections & Clarifications
• In the front page article "Bush addresses...^ in last week's (Nov.
4) issue, the name in the cutline under the photo and in the story should
have been Tomislav Skarica ('96) instead of Hedemichi Tomura.
• Career Notes on page two of last week's (Nov. 4) issue was not
jumped as indicated to page eight. The complete story on page nine of
this issue.
• The estimated income figure of S192,850 for the student activities
fund printed on the front page of the October 21 issue has been
refigured at SI75.100 up from the original of Student Congress'
estimate of $169,575. See story on page one.
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Letters to the editor

Off-campus parties WLAV format change
Dear Editor
I'm alarmed and concerned about
something which I'm hoping that
you or someone at Hope C o l l e g e faculty, administration, s t u d e n t s might address.
WHY... with regular and frequent
happening, do Hope College students in embarrassingly large numbers gather for "parties" off campus
where the sole or primary activity is
alcohol consumption?
H'Tzvdo "minors" (under 21 years
of age) pay big money to their older
peers in order to drink illegally?
K* J
What meaning or pleasure is there
in dnnking, drinking, drinking until
you perspire and piss, profusely,
then puke, and eventually pass out,
only to awaken the next day (often
afternoon) and go do i t all over again?
Am I missing out on something
in my middle-aged years? Is the
stress and tension on Hope's campus
so great that alcoholic binges are the
only relief? Shuttle services bring
the inebriated masses back to campus so driving dangers are minimized.
But,come on,please—what gives
with t h i s b e h a v i o r , a n y w a y ?
Drinking alcohol just to get stonedrunk is stupid, in my estimation.
Can someone at Hope College enlighten me as to the merits or reasons for this behavior? Thanks.
Respectfully bewildered,
Donald J. Hoekstra

Dear Editor,
We are writing this letter to inform the student body and the entire
Hope College community of the
drastic change to the middle of the
radio dial in West Michigan. Over
the summer, WLAV—96.9fm took
part in a nationwide format change
in which many established radio
stations changed their programming
format to "Alternative" music. From
our perspective, this was a good
thing for the West Michigan area
which until then was free of "Alternative" music except for the variety
of college-run frequencies, our own
WTHS included. Witnessed was a
growing number of new "97 Radio
Grand Rapids" bumper/window
stickers as well as a seemingly increased listenership in the Holland
area.
Two days of thunderstoims that
were broadcast on WLAV starting
October 26 were followed by an"
other formal change, this time to
"Album-Oriented Rock" (or C l a s sic Rock')—a sound that is surprisingly close to WKLQ—94,5fm. It is
understandable that when a given
format does not increase a station's
quarterly ratings, a change must be
made, but it is the frequency of
change at WLAV that concern's us.
After all, a change as drastic as Classic Rock to Alternative formal will
certainly change, if not destroy, the
current listenership. The ensuing
confusion will result in an entirely
different listening audience, which

lakes time to accumulate—and was
accumulating for Wl.AV. A reversion in formats (i.e. back to the
original) will in turn lose the new
listeners and will have to be twice as
good as the competition in order to
regain the listeners lost when the
first formal change was made.
This theory may have worked for
Coca-Cola in 1988. but Radio is
much different than soft drinks.
We are organizing a petition dnve
in and around Hope College to
"Bring Radio Back to the People."
an effort we hope will show the
California-based owners of WLAV
that West Michigan doesn't need
another Album-Oriented radio station and that Alternative music is a
much needed rarity in this area—
one that is wanted by the consumer
public. We hope that W TH S will
suppoit our efforts to aid in a common cause—furthering the exposure of Alternative music. The
"Return to P r o f e s s i o n a l i s m " at
WTHS this year was a successful
attempt in reinforcing the authoritative voice of radio. However, due
to the low wattage, and the lack of
sufficient funds, WTHS cannot serve
as provider to the public in terms of
concert promotions, promotional
sales and wide broadcast range in
the same manner as WLAV.
We urge you to gel involved and
sign a petition or volunteer your
assistance in bringing our 97 Radio
Grand Rapids back.
Sincerely,
Todd Query (%93), Nick Else ('93)
and Brian Evcnson

*

Campus Briefs
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'Slimy' faith healers?
Jenny Everts, Professor of New Testament

nected to the Vineyard, but I was
proof of divine healing that is
•if This year's Staley Lecturer,
offered; the interpretation is left to able to talk directly with John
Dan Korem, was an unusual and
Wimber and would like to present
those who hear the evidence.
interesting choice. I enjoyed
So what would one need to find W i m b e f s answers to Korem's
>reading his book. Powers: Testing
accusations.
to show that New Testament
the Psychic and Supernatural and
Both Dan Korem and John
^was looking forward to hearing his healings were happening today? In
Wimber state that the only time
our culture, if someone wants
^Tuesday morning talk on faith
they have met was at a Vineyard
proof that a healing has occurred,
healing. As a strong proponent of
conference in Anaheim about five
they usually want a medical
*healing prayer, I am very con•cemed about those who abuse the ' witness to that healing. So in order years ago. At that time, Korem
said that he was doing a story on
to verify that a faith healing had
healing ministry. But I was
healing and the Vineyard gave
taken place, it would be necessary
'disappointed by Korem's talk. 1
him permission to videotape the
to show that someone had a
n h o u g h t that it was quite misleadconference. Korem told students
medically verified illness, that
i n g and gave students the impresthat this is where his videotaped
they had been prayed for, and that
sion that all faith healers were
1
evidence about the Vineyard
a medical witness verified that
fakes. I would like to take this
comes from. Korem claims that he
they had recovered. It is not
j opportunity to respond to several
has evidence that John Wimber's
necessary, and probably would be
of the things that Korem said.
ministry is characterized by
impossible, to prove that God had
First, 1 would like to comment
misleading claims about healing.
healed the person.
t on Korem's statement that, even
Wimber said that he and
It is always possible to explain
though he had searched, he had
4
Korem actually talked about this
found no medically proven case of a divine healing away. Those who
at the conference. Korem said that
do not believe in the possibility of
* a New Testament faith healing
Wimber could not claim that
faith healing can always interpret
today. Then I would like to
healings were occurring without
address the issue of whether of not what has happened as a spontanemedical evidence. Wimber
ous recovery or a psychological
^ it is permissible to make
explained that they do not ask
phenomenon. If one is willing to
t unsubstantiated general accusapeople for medical evidence. If
admit to the possibility of divine
tions in a public lecture.
1
people claim to be ill, they pray
healing today, there is ample
W h a t is New Testament healfor them; if they claim that they
testimony to the fact that people
i ing? Does it occur today?
are healed, they believe them.
who have medically verifiable
Korem evidently defines New
T
Korem, however, was free to ask
illnesses have recovered after they
Testament healing as dramatic
anyone who claimed to have been
have been prayed for. (See David
» healing which cannot be duplihealed under the Vineyard's
Lewis, Healing: Fiction. Fact or
¥ cated or explained by medical
ministry for their medical records.
Fantasy?)
science. He said that he had been
Are unsubstantiated accusations Wimber has no idea exactly what
> sent records which claimed that
incidents Korem has in mind when
acceptable?
t someone who was blind had been
he says Wimber makes misleading
Even though I did not agree
' healed, but that he had not found
with Dan Korem's claim that there claims.
* any cases where someone who
When one looks at what
was no evidence of New Testa* was bom blind or had a severed
Wimber and Korem, it becomes
ment healings occurring today, I
optic nerve had been healed by
>
clear that what is really going on
was still interested in hearing his
prayer. Because it was possible to
is a conflict of interpretations.
discussion of fraudulent faith
t explain the healings that he had
healing. I expected him to give the Since Korem thinks that in order
found as spontaneous recoveries,
to claim that a healing has
kind of case history he gave in his
* they were not useful proofs that
occurrecj one needs irrefutable
book about the exposure of
^ New Testament healings were
evidence that something has
psychic James Hydrick.
happening today. But this a not a
But all I heard were generaliza- happened which cannot be
good definition of New Testament
explained by modern medicine, he
tions about t4 slimy" faith healers
» healing nor are his criteria useful
thinks Wimber's claims are false.
and unsubstantiated accusations
for examining the possibility of
But Wimber has a different
about several men who claim to
* faith healing today.
understanding about what constihave healing ministries. It is one
>
Korem's definition of New
tutes genuine healing, so he does
thing to show that a person can
% Testament healing is misleading
hot think that he is being misleaduse tricks to give the impression
because in the New Testament
ing when he claims that people
that people are being healed. It is
* there are ordinary, undramatic
have been healed.
another thing to prove that a given
% healings as well as extraordinary,
In order to make the claims he
faith healer does this. Instead of
dramatic healings. Jesus healed
makes, I think Korem needs to be
offering evidence to back up his
* Peter's mother-in-law of a fever
able to prove that Wimber has
» (Mark 1:30-31) and raised Lazarus accusations, Korem suggested that
repeatedly claimed healings which
we should take hts word for it
from the dead after four days
did not actually occur. Since
since he did not want to present
' (John 11). He healed a man who
Korem did not present evidence
the evidence before he published
» was blind from birth (John 9) and
that this has happened, I am
his book. Even more disturbing
healed others who are merely
willing to give Wimber's ministry
4
were his generalizations about
blind (Mark 8:22-26; Mark 10:46the benefit of the doubt. I do not
faith healers. He claimed that
* 52). In James 5:13, the church is
think that it is academically or
many were pedophiles and gays
* told to pray for any who are sick.
personally responsible to accept
who came from dysfunctional
Never is it suggested that only
unsubstantiated accusations about
?
families and were using their
those who have an extraordinary
anyone's ministry.
ministries to satisfy a need for
t disease are eligible for New
What about faith healing?
power and control.
Testament healing.
I am writing this column in The
To their credit, many students
Korem's presentation also
Anchor because I want to make
were very upset about the nature
* implied that the New Testament
sure that more than one perspecof Korem's accusations. They not
healings can be proven using his
tive on faith healing is presented
only pressed him for more
' criteria. The New Testament
at Hope College. To my knowlevidence, they asked if the faith
* offers testimony to the healing
healers in question had a chance to edge, during the seven years that 1
power of Christ and the New
t
have been at Hope, the College
answer his accusations. The
Testament church, but it does not
has never invited a speaker who
* give twentieth century skeptics the students who came to me were
presented a positive view on faith
most upset about what Korem had
^ medical proof they demand. John
healing or who had a reputable
said about John Wimber and the
9, one of the most extensive
faith healing ministry. On any
Vineyard after his talk on Monday
accountsin the New Testament,
important issue it is essential that
4
night. (The Vineyard is a moveshows that even when presented
both points of view be well
* with indisputable evidence, people ment which emphasizes the
represented, otherwise we are not
ministry of healing in local
will still deny the healing power
being academically honest or fair
congregations. It was started by
' o f J e s u s . Inthisstory, i t i s
to our students. So I am using this
John Wimber.) So I decided to
» confirmed that the man was bom
column to request that Hope
investigate Korem's accusations
^ blind, that Jesus prayed for him
College invite someone with a
about John Wimber. Even though
and that he can now see. But the
reputable healing ministry of .
4
I had not been present Monday
Pharisees refuse to accept this as a
healing to speak on campus and
night, I talked extensively with
* genuine miracle; only the man
am hoping that others will join me
three people who were, all of
himself is willing to give Jesus
in urging the Hope community to
.whom confirmed what had been
^ credit for what happened. "I was
honor this request.
said. I am not in any way con^ blind, now 1 see" is still the only

New Musical Mini-Series
The Hope College Music Department, in an effort to "bring the
music to the people" and promote performing opportunities for its
students, is beginning a new series entitled "Music on Wednesdays."
Beginning at noon on Wednesday, November 11, there will be short
(twenty-five minute) concerts in the Hope College Kletz.
Featured in these informal concerts will be small ensembles from
the department, as well as some of the larger ones. Featured on the first
concert on the eleventh will be a student woodwind quintet. Subsequent concerts will be on November 18, December 2, and the semester
finale on December 11, featuring the Hope College Orchestra in its
annual Holiday Mid-Day Concert. Sjudents and faculty are encouraged to eat lunch and enjoy the music!

Christmas Vespers Tickets on sale Saturday, Nov. 21
Tickets for the Christmas Vespers will be sold Saturday, Nov. 21,
beginning at 9 a.m. at the DeWitt Center.
Vespers will be presented on Saturday, Dec. 5, at 8 p.m. and on
Sunday, Dec. 6, at 2 p.m., 4:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. All performances will
be held in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
Tickets will be $4 each, with a limit of four tickets per person. No
telephone orders will be accepted and tickets will not be sold at the
concerts.
Tickets will continue to be sold until noon. However, because the
concerts are traditionally sold out, persons may wish to consider
purshasing tickets as close to 9 a.m. as possible.
Participating in the Vespers service will be the Hope College
Symphonette, Chorus, Chapel Choir and Brass Ensemble.

Hope College Faculty Recital Series Continues
The Hope College Faculty Recital Series will continue with its
second performance Sunday, Nov. 15, at 4 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial
Chapel.
Mihai Craioveanu, violinist, and Huw Lewis, harpsichordist, will
open the program with "Sonata in E Major for Violin and Harpsichord,
by George Frederic Handel. "Three Irish Folksong Settings," by John
Corigliano, a contemporary American composer, will feature tenor
Stuart Sharp and flutist Jill Brown.
Lewis will play organ and Charles Aschbrenner piano in Cesar
Franck's "Prelude, Fugue and Variation for Organ and Piano, Op. 18."
Larry Malfroid will perform three pieces for guitar by de Murcia,
Roncalli and Sor.
The recital will close with Thom Working, horn, and Roberta Kraft,
• piano, who will play Mozart's "Concerto No. 1 in D Major. K. 412.
The public is invited, and admission will be free.
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IT'S AN INDIAN ARROW (above) cries
'95 playgirl Jamie Kalmbaugh as fellow
cast members Jill Gonowski, Kgothatso
Semela, Maggie Kelly, Melissa Deur and
Melany Coopmans look on.

All

Anchor photos

*96 ORATOR (above left) Kari
Liljehorn encourages the audience
to realize their unique qualities.
KRISTA OSTEMA (left)
breaks tradition by singing
a solo during the "95 song.

•W- • |

'95 SONG ACCOMPANIEST (below left)
Wendy Murray gets help turning pages
by a spiffily dressed morale guy.
96 SONGIRLS (right) link together in
the true spirit of Nykerk as they belt
out their version of Cabaret.
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Continued from page 1
their tuxes flapping about.
" W c w o u l d n ' t have made it
without the morale guys," Moeller
said. 4'It kept our minds off our bums
and backs."
The competition resumed twenty
minutes later with the Class of 4 %
Song Girls p e r f o r m i n g Choral
Highlights From Annie. For the first
time this year, the song competition
featured a soloist in Nykerk. The
Song Girls ducked down to the floor
as Krista Ostema rose from the crowd
to sing "Maybe."
Kari Liljehorn ( k 96) then gave
her oration, illustrating the "A
Playground For the Chameleon"
theme with quotes from "A Light In
the Attic " a novel of children's
poetry by Shel Silverstein. In her
speech, Liljehom addressed people's
ability to realize their potential and
uniqueness.
The '95 Playgirls then presented
"Thataway Jack," a parody on life in
the wild west in which all of the
characters portray a character from
a western novel.
"It was a play about looking
beyond what people initially see,"
Playgirl Jaime Kalmbaugh ('95)
said.
When adapting the play, coaches
Mim. Black ('93) and Tanya Cail
('93) were sensitive to Kalmbaugh's
character. Talking Bear, a Brit
pretending to be an Indian.
"We spent a long time out of

practice thinking how to get away
from
Indian
stereotypes,"
Kalmbaugh said. "We changed a lot
of the original dialogue when
characters called Talking Bear
'savage'."
A f t e r the c o m p . i i t i o n w a s
completed—two hours and fortyfive minutes after the events began—
Moore called to the women, "You
may now relax!"
Shrieks and yelps rose from the
300 women and their morale guys
as the judges r / a i n exited to decide
whom had earned the Nykerk cup.
This vx ir ii w as the sophomores'
lime to si.me. As soon as Moore
made the announcement, both sides
ran to meet one another in the middle
of the auditonum, screaming and
laughing and hugging, meeting
secret pals and morale guys.
"We were lovin' it," '96 morale
guy Tom Slater said.
"The entire Nykerk production
was very, very good," said song
judge Kathleen Arnold. "We looked
for polished productions—both '95
and '96 did a great job."
But the Class of '96, though a
little disappointed, said Nykerk
wasn't about the competition, but
about the bonding between classes.
"It didn't really matter who won
or lost, just being part of the tradition
was a neat thing," said '96 Playgirl
Sarah Buckey. "We had the most
amazing time doing it, we all had so
much fun up there—that was all that

mattered."
"It was a lot of work but it was so
worth it," said '96 Playgirl Rochelle
Gauthier. "We became so close and
had such a ball."
"The night before, we saw our set
that the morale guys made for the
first time," Gauthier said. "Not that
they didn't do a good job, but they
couldn't spend as much time as they
wanted to, so we took matters into
our own hands."
The night before Nykerk, the
Playgirls had a slumber party then
spent from 10a.ni.io5 p.m. Saturday
prepping the set. This meant trekking
to the grocery store and buying kale
and "planting" the vegetable bushes
on the set.
"The paint was still wet when we
went on," Buckey said.
Another Nykerk escapade
involved ice cream.
"The Playboys kidnapped us and
took us blindfolded to Baskin
Robbins," Kalmbaugh said. "They
lead us around campus so we had no
idea where we were. When we took
off our blindfolds there was this
family and kids looking at us funny."
"The togetherness was what made
it really special," Liljehom said.
"Walking up there with my dad I
whispered 'I can do this!'"
"I realized everyone was looking
at me," Liljehorn said, "then I
remembered the dedications and
knew it wasn't my moment, I was
doing it for everyone else."

SARAH BUCKEY (above left)
flits excitedly across the stage
as the Lord High Chancellor in
the "96 play.
HAZAAAA! HAZAAAA! (above) '96
playgirl Kristin Vink cries out as
barbarian King Pontiphemus.
'95 ORATOR (below) Lisa Meengs callsthe
audience to join her In memories of a
childhood filled with wonder and
amazement.
"95 SONG COACH (below left) Laura Thompson
directs as songirls perform a medley of songs
from the musical Annie.
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Acclaimed poet to share
published works at Hope
Acclaimed poet Sharon Olds will Writers on Pregnancy and Birth and
read from her work on Wednesday, In the Midst of Winter: Selections
November 11»at 7 p.m. in the Maas from the Literature of Mourning.
Center auditorium at Hope College.
Olds holds a doctorate from CoAmong her many literary ac- lumbia, and now teaches in .the
complishments, her work has been Graduate Creative Writing Program
published in nearly 200 magazines, at New York University and in the
including The Atlantic Monthly, The N . Y . U . w o r k s h o p p r o g r a m at
New Republic, The New Yorker and Goldwater Hospital on Roosevelt
Paris Review. Olds's work has also ' Island in New York. She has given
appeared in more than 50 antholo- more than 150 readings, including
gies and books, including The Best at The Folger Shakespeare Library,
American Poetry, Gloria SteinenTs Harvard, Cambridge and Berkeley.
Revolution from Within: A Book of
"[Sharon Olds] sees description
Self-Esteem, Cradle and All: Women as a means to catharsis, and the end

result is impossible to forget," critic
David Leavitt has written. "Sharon
Olds is enormously self-aware; her
poetry is remarkable for its candor,
its eroticism and its power to move."
"Deep down, I have a fear that
poetry is useless, 1 guess I mean my
poetry is useless.^Ifs obvious that a
worker at a shelter for battered
women, or a tutor in a ghetto, is a
more useful member of society,"
she said. "And yet my wild hope is
that poetry somehow, secretly,
matters as much as anything."
—Hope College News Service

Conway featured in Orchestra
and Wind Ensemble concert
The Hope College Orchestra and
Hope College Wind Ensemble presented a joint concert on Friday,
Nov. 6, at 8 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel, in conjunction with
the c o l l e g e ' s annual P a r e n t s '
Weekend
The Orchestra is conducted by
Robert A. Ritsema, professor of
music and chairperson of the department, and the Wind Ensemble is
conducted by S. Russell Floyd, associate professor of music. Featured
soloist on the concert was pianist
Joan Conway, professor of music.

Conway performed with the Orchestra the Concerto in A Minor,
opus 54, by Robert Schumann. The
O r c h e s t r a also p e r f o r m e d the
Karelia Overture by Jean Sibelius
and two movements from the Petite
Suite by Claude Debussy.
C o n w a y teaches p i a n o and
pedagogy. She is active as a recitalist
and accompanist in the Holland
community as well as throughout
the state and the nation.
She has recently appeared in the
firstrecital in theCollege's 1992-93
Faculty Recital Series, and in early

October performed at Brandeis
University in Connecticut with cellist Rhonda Rider. During recent
months she also performed at the
Saugatuck Chamber Music Series
as well as at the Fontana Music
Festival.
Conway has appeared as soloist
several times with the Hope Orchestra and the Symphonette, and
was heard last spring performing
the first movement only of the
Schumann Concerto with the Holland Chamber Orchestra.
—Hope College New Service

Knickerbocker movie depicts
the life of Bergman's parents
Winner of the prestigious Palme
d'or and Best Actress award sat the
1992 Cannes Film Festival, The Best
Intentions,
written by I n g m a r
Bergman, is a story of a family and
a bygone era played out against a
background of a Sweden stifled by
a rigid class system and in the throes
of a General Strike.
Poverty stricken young Henrik

(Samuel Froler) meets a beautiful
and vivacious upper-class girl, Anna
(Pemilla August), who is adored by
all, especially her f a t h e r , the
a f f e c t i o n a t e but ailing J o h a n
Akerblom (Max von Sydow).
They fall in love despite the
opposition of Henrik's mother, the
pitiful asthmatic. Alma (Mona
Malm), and Anna's mother, Karin

(Ghita Norby), the real ruler of the
family.
With loveandalittlepain, Ingmar
Bergman depicts his parents and
their complex love story over a
decade of upheaval — from 1909
when they first meet to the summer
of 1918 when Bergman was in his
mother's womb, about to embark on
his own journey through life.

Columbus flick comparable
to a bad case of seasickness
by Sarabeth Robie
staff reporter
I swear that 1992 is the year of
Columbus. As a society we are obsessed by his inherent goodness or
badness. There have even been two
movies made about old Chris in the
past year.
The one in Holland right now is
called 1492. It should have been
titled 4 That boring, long, long, movie
about a very dead, very misunderstood man."
This movie seeks to explain why
Columbus was wrongly accused of
exploiting the natives and plundering the land. According to this movie,
Columbus just wanted to explore.
Columbus was a good boy. All those
other "bad men" were the ones who
exploited the natives and plundered
the land.
These other "bad men" were
Spanish citizens thatcame over with
Columbus. You could tell that they
were the villains because they wore
all black, while Columbus always
wore a white shirt. These characters
were extremely generous to Columbus, because he never had to take

any blame for the problems created.
It was Columbus against the world.
I am so glad that good and evil in the
movies are so blatant, otherwise we
might miss something (sarcasm intended).
The movie puts the rest of the
blame for the exploitation and plundering on Christianity and ethnocentrism. A lot of bad things have
been done over the years in the name
of Christianity, but this movie seems
almost preachy in that account.
Ethnocentrism had a lot to do with
these problems too, but it seemed
over-emphasized.
Gerard Depardieu played the part
of Columbus, and Sigoumey Weaver
played the part of Queen Isabella. I
believe that Weaver was competent
in her role as the Queen. Unfortunately, the part of the Queen was
unnecessary and lent nothing to the
plot. Depardieu was hard to under-
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stand in many places in the movie.
Accents add to authenticity, but become a barrier when they interfere
with audience understanding. Aside
from problems with his accent,
Depardieu was adept in his portrayal of Columbus. The script alone
was responsible for the shallowness
of the character.
The biggest problem with this
movie was its plodding, slow script.
It was well intentioned in that it did
show that the native island people
Columbus discovered were badly
treated. Columbus didn't even bother
to learn the natives' language. A
disturbing error was that the Pinta
made the entire voyage unscathed.
(Remember, that was the ship that
sank.)
Overall, this movie was just plain
boring. I would feel remiss in recommending it to anyone. Rating:**

Robie Rating System
* phlegm—'miff said
*• This movie reminded me of Toledo on a good day
More fun than laughing gas and a root canal
**** Better than Blue Hawaii
*****
It's going to Disneyland

Ralph publishes haiku
in poetry anthology
—

currently engaged in an indepenby Eric Wampler
dent study project in haiku writing
arts & entertainment editor
under Ralph's supervision.
Ralph has been previously recognized for his Japanese-influGeorge Ralph, professor of the- enced poetry; he placed second in
atre, appeared in Midwest Haiku
the International Tanka Contest.
Anthology, published in October.
Tanka is a form of Japanese poetry
Ralph has four
s i m i l a r to the
haiku included in
haiku.
the
collection,
He f i r s t bealong with a discame acquainted
cussion of ways in
with Japanese powhich living in the
etry on a more inmidwest has influtimate level during
enced his writing.
his sabbatical at
The poetry anthe University of
thology w a s reHawaii in 1981.
leased during the
He wrote haiku
Midwest Haiku
mainly as a disciFestival, which was
pline at first, the
held at Millikin
idea of publishing
University
in
his efforts not ocDecatur, lllinois,on
c u r r i n g to him
October 9-10. The
until later.
festival included
He finds this
among its events a
George Ralph writing a valuable
reading by Ralph
discipline, espeand other poets represented in the cially in this modem age.
collection.
"You have to focus on a leaf,"
Accompanying Ralph to the he says, giving an example of this
festival wasFolefy Schuler('93),an usually nature-focused poetry. "It
English m a j o r f r o m North lets you get away from modem
Muskegon, Michigan. Schuler is business."

Just a hop, skip, and
a couple bucks away
by Eric Wampler
arts and entertainment editor
You've walked by countless
times, wondering. But, after sampling the fare at the Hitching Polst
restaurant, the scoop is that you need
not fear. The f o o d ' s fine, the
atmosphere's quaint, and you can
even buy a genuine Hitching Post tshirt to remember your little adventure in culinary diner-hood.
Something to bear in mind: eating diThe Hitching Post, with its long
row of windows along the side of
the thin restaurant, makes one feel
like they're in the painting "Nighthawks," by Edward Hopper. To
some, that's a plus.
Sorry vegetarians, this is a strictly

a meat and potatoes place (but you
can still find a pretty good grilled
cheese and fries).
With their new late hours (from 5
a.m. to 11 p.m., weekdays) you don't
just have to go in for breakfast anymore. Try a late night snack.
It's fun with a couple of friends.
It's fine alone, though—read a paper (conveniently located right outside the door) or watch the television set perched near the ceiling.
And it's cheap. That's the important part.
Cheap, quaint, t-shirt—that's the
bottom line. If that sounds appetizing to you, hop over and get something scraped over the grill. If not,
open another box of macaroni. But
r e m e m b e r , nobody ever did a
painting of that.

Check out a mag.
Selected for review from Reader's World
on the corner of 8th and River

Earth N o v e m b e r •
Triassic at Petrified Forest National
There is an editor's note in the Park and brings home a wonderful
beginning of Earth that really en- report, along with some truly
compasses the whole idea of this breathtaking photos.
magazine. Editor Tom Yulsman
Another great article is "20,000
writes, "Earth magazine is
Leagues Under the K e y s "
evolving. We're making the
by David Mallison. In this
magazine more timely,
report Mallison gives the
more relevant—and more
reader a first person acfun."
count of his u n d e r s e a
Earth is a s c i e n c e
exploration and how it
magazine for the scientist
relates to the study of the
in e v e r y o n e . It c o v e r s get **** '• •Sw' VtVS V.
earth's long-term ability
pertinent, informative and
Car+t- lo cope with the greeninteresting science articles
house effect.
in language that everyone
Every story in Earth is

Earth

can understand. The articles are
accompanied
by
beautiful
photography and often helpful and
informative graphs.
An especially interesting article
in this month's issue is "Forests of
Stone." In this eleven-page article,
author/photographer
Beth
Davidow takes a field trip into the

jam-packed with all sorts of information, and because the authors
and editors have been careful to
m a k e it u n d e r s t a n d a b l e , t h e
magazine is enjoyable as well as
i n f o r m a t i v e to all
readers
regardless of their science background.
Endsley

t >

*

Thanksgiving fast
brings opportunities
by Dirk Joldersma
features editor
i The annual Thanksgiving Hunger Fast, sponsored by the Chaplain's
d f f i c e , will provide an opportunity
fer students to experience hunger
and want that is not often felt. Students across the nation will join in
this yearly effort to aid and remember the impoverished.
"Fasting enables us to identify
vrith the hungry and suffering people
ii) the world and teaches us arenewed
sense of gratitude for all we have,"
sAid Laura Meyer, assistant Chaplain, explaining the value of a fast.

Funds are raised for the project
by students who forfeit meals at
Phelps. The money that would
normally pay for these meals instead
will be contributed to the Hunger
Fast. Students will give up three
meals, starting with dinner on the
18th and ending with lunch on the
19th.
This year, the monies generated,
administrated by the Christian World
Service, will go to the victims of
Hurricane Andrew.
Contributions to the fund will
still be possible for those not participating in the fast. A coffee can will
be placed in Kletz for cash donations.

Peer counseling selling
pizza to fund activities
by Kristin Marrs
staff reporter
1

Peer Counseling at Hope is doijjg more than helping people—they
are selling pizza.
' To raise money to support their
services, the counseling service will
be h a v i n g their a n n u a l P i z z a
Extravaganza fund-raiser in the
Kletz on Tuesday, November 17
fijom 5-11 p.m.
Frozen 12" pizzas to go will be
sdld for $5 and hot slices will be sold
fQr $.50. They will take orders for
frozen pizzas ahead of time. (Order
fSrms will be available in the Sligh
Building.)
The profits from pizza sales will
be used to purchase training materials, video tapes, books, pamphlets
and other references which address
students' personal, social and academic performance as well as health
concerns.
"This is our only resource as we
afe not funded through Hope and
tl)is is an annual fund-raiser," said
Heidi Hebert ('94), peer counselor
irf charge of the sale. "These materir•

als will be available for the whole
community at Hope."
Peer C o u n s e l i n g is now
comprised of twelve students who
have made themselves available to
other students on weekdays from 15 p.m. in the Sligh Building. These
students have gone through more
than thirty hours of training, and are
available for individual as well as
group counseling.
"Our emphasis has been from
how to listen and then handle different situations to how to educate
the campus about our services," said
Tracy Malone (*93), coordinator of
Peer Counseling.
"Going to counseling may seem
like a big step, but there's a lot to be
gained by talking to a fellow student
who is trained," she said. "It's a
fellow student who can help you to
help yourself. That' s really our goal."
All peer counseling is strictly
confidential, and student counselors
are trained to deal with many situations. Some of these include the
ending of relationships, sexual issues, dealing with people who have

See PIZZA page 12

Career notes...

yolunteering as a career
Since 1961, when the Peace
Corps was first established, many
olher volunteer programs have
a p p e a r e d . A l o n g with t h e s e
programs, many satisfied workers
have emerged. Volunteering after
college is a great way for people to
give their education and skills back
t o society. It can provide a great
s(jnse
of
accomplishment.
Volunteers know that they are
afiually addressing the w o r l d ' s
problems instead of just talking
about them.
* Volunteer organizations differ
gfeatly. Some are sponsored by religious organizations, others by political o r g a n i z a t i o n s and still
others by technical organizations.
Volunteer organizations also differ
in the lime c o m m i t m e n t they
require—some ask for only a few
wteks, while others a few years.
International and national programs
are in existence. If you are interested
irfvolunteering once you graduate,
there will be an organization for
you. Regardless of your major or
career interests or skills, volunteering groups can find a niche for you,
01^possibly even create one.
Organizations have different
compensation plans for their volunteers. Many different benefit
programs help target the needs of
their
volunteers.
Financial
compensation is provided by some

organizations through stipends or
"readjustment allowances," which
are payable upon return from service.
Related expenses are also usually
covered by the organization. Volunteer organization normally will
provide their representatives with
transportation and the necessary
medical examination costs. While
in the foreign country, they will
provide housing, food and medical
care.
An i m m e a s u r a b l e f o r m of
compe nsa tion c o m e s f r o m the
cultural experience gained through
volunteer experience. This compensation can come from domestic
and international e x p e r i e n c e s .
Through interacting with a different
g r o u p s of p e o p l e , c u l t u r a l
sensitivities can be acquired and
increased. A better understanding
of how different people operate is a
wonderful benefit of volunteering.
Volunteering organizations are
usually categorized in four groups:
International volunteer service organizations, U.S. volunteer service
organizations, technical service organizations and Church-affiliated
service organizations
Common types of work one could
be involved in are: special education, math and science, forestry and
agriculture,
community
development, fisheries, health and
nutrition, engineering and business.
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GREG BROWN works on an Occassional Paper for the Encounter with Cultures
class at the electronic publishing center as professor Dennis Renner looks on.

Electronic publishing center
now open to patient students
Steve Shilling
sports editor
State of the art electronic publishing —that is what's available to
students here at Hope College who
are interested in creating anything
from flyers and magazine layouts to
booklets and even magazine or
newspaper layouts.
Located in VanZoeren 142, the
electronic publishing center provides
students with five work stations
a v a i l a b l e b e t w e e n 7 a.m. and
midnight.
"There are some peak hours when
the facility is crowded," said Dennis
Renner, coordinator of the center
and a s s o c i a t e p r o f e s s o r of
communication. "The college is
keeping an eye on usage and would
know when to add work stations."
The center uses primarily an
Apple Macintosh system for
electronic publishing and some IBM
systems. Renner would like to see
students comfortable with both
environments.
"The school is committed to
supporting both systems, because to
be computer literate in the modem
world is to be comfortable with more

than one system," he said.
A one credit class is offered
through the communication department to help students learn the basics. The course then is applied to a
project which may be a department
newsletter or an Occasional Paper
(a public relations tabloid).
However, Renner insisted students need not be a journalism majors to use electronic publishing.
"We are just beginning to learn how
our electronic publishing center can
serve many disciplines, many majors," he said.
Renner also sees the use of the
EPC as a good learning tool for real
world experiences. "It made sense
lo use the EPC for public relations
projects or the kind of work you'd
find if you were hired by Herman
Miller or a hospital or school and
y o u ' r e c o m m u n i c a t i n g for top
management."
A l f r e d o G o n z a l e s , assistant
p r o v o s t , e m p l o y s s t u d e n t s to
communicate to the Hope College
community,commissioningthem to
write Occasional Papers and public
relations pieces. "The center offers
students a chance to take advantage
of and prepare for the kind of experiences that are in the real world,"

Gonzales said.
In addition, 77^ Anchor also uses
much of the same equipment EPC
offers. "Right now. The Anchor has
the best equipment," Renner said.
"I'd like students to see The Anchor
as an extracurricular activity as a
lab for journalism. There the students
communicate for a publisher, serving
an audience in journalistic terms."
Both the EPC and The Anchor
help each other by serving as backup places should either one have a
systems malfunction. "We helpeach
olher in a very positive way," Renner
said.
However, it's difficult to learn
the system overnight. "It's a handson thing," Renner said. "It also lakes
t e n a c i t y , a s e n s e of h u m o r ,
persistence and a good problem
solving mind," he said.
Print Media student Sarabeth
Robie ('93) agreed. "There's a lot of
time involved learning as long as
you've got patience," she said. "To
get the hang of it you have to learn
by making mistakes."
Robie added that although it is
work, it can be fun too. "You feel
proud when you finish one page
after two hours and make it look
almost as good as The Anc hor does."

Stories from Japan
(EDITOR NOTE: This article was
written by Derek Voskuil who participated in the Meiji Gakuin University May Term)

Sumo
A refrigerator, truckload, stadium, a city of flesh finger-jello
people stood inches from my face
holding hands, swaying, singing,
"Watch us wiggle, see us jiggle." I
did. Mesmerized. I mean, this guy's
butt was huge. Folds, rolls, scads
of fat did whatever they wanted,
wherever. Forests of fat growing
tall, proud. Fat valleys swooping,
dipping low. Fat mountains casting
shadows on the Great Glutei Plains,
affecting the weather on the other
side. An ocean of fat disappearing
to the East and to the West. This
guy's b u t t . J t frolicked. It wandered. It glistened. It shimmered.
Cellulose. Part of me wanted to
just get the heck away. I knew that
s o m e t h i n g this big c o u l d d o
something that big. Part of me was
amazed. I wanted to reach out and
touch. I wanted to reach out and
lick these giant ooft serve flesh ice

cream cones. I wanted lo... The great
bottom stomped off ponderously a
Brontosaurus, terribly a Tyrannosaurus. Rex. The belly I couldn't see
crashed into another belly. Two
sumo wrestlers converged. So I
cheer.
Spirit
"Can I pray for you?"
Guess it wouldn't hurl.
"Bow your head. Close your
eyes." Hope this guy is no crook.
"I will pray for you lo feel peace."
Yeah, yeah. Pray away. 1 got
places to go. Jack. "Meiji Sama.
Meiji Sama. Meiji Sama."
Gel a load of this guy. Fanatic.
Quack. "Meiji-Sama Meiji-Sama
Meiji-Sama."
Meiji who?
"meiji-sama-meiji-sama-meijisama-meiji-sama" skyscrapers,
subways, shrines, truth, burning
bush, truth, rainbows, covenants, a
b a s e b a l l game-San F r a n c i s c o flames-dental-gas-atoms-fast-pin
prick-whole-head-pinpricks-bumsalcohol-buzz-buzz-is-that-you-cananybody-everybody-hear-me?moses?-it's-an-exodus-an EX oh

DUSS—flowers came after humans, humans came after trees and
mud sunlight. Bright. Don't let it.
Go down. Moses?
"I prayed lo kind Meiji Sama
for you. Did you feel anything?"
I do.
Everything Else
These are two stories from the
Japan May Term. 1 have many more
to tell. About shrines. Big Buddhas, Kyoto, Kammakura. The Big
Egg, Lloyd Moseby, baseball in
Japan. About subways packed so
packed words can't say. About
soda-slurping, slimy octopusburping, raw fish, cooked something. About Tokyo, so tall and so
clean. About the people—courteous kind generous quicker. I can
tell storiesabout the friends I made,
the deeds we done. But it ain't as
fun to listen as to tell. Go to Japan
this May. Live your own stories.
There will be a lot to tell.
For information about the Japan
May Term contact Elliot Tanis
(x7527), Al Gonzales (x7785), or
the International Education Office
(x7605).
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SPORTS
From the Cheap Seats
Steve Shilling

Hanging 'em up
quit... J hit my dinger and I hung 'em up"
—Crash Davis
It happens all the time for all
kinds of reasons, but unless there
is a big party with some sort of
gold watch involved, it goes
unnoticed.
Retirement.
Call it that if you will, but a
lot of people have to give up
their sport or profession all the
time. And it's easy to see that if
your name isn't Magic Johnson
or Dan Marino, no one will
notice your gone.
I know a couple of people at
Hope College who had to make
such choices within this past
week.
• Stephanie Grier is someone
I consider a friend of mine. She
used to be the Associate Editor
for this paper and she did a
damn good job. It used to be that
you could open up to page 2
each week and read her column
and be enlightened about
something in the world in a way
that didn't seem to be as boring
as the world can be at times.
Now you can't do that
anymore.
She had to resign (not quit) as
the Associate Editor of our paper
because she got a paid internship
with an ad agency, and for all
purposes it's a hell of a lot more
important than this.
4t
I don't want lo people lo
think that I'm a quiller" she said
when I got an opportunity to ask
her how it fell (retiring) "It's
important lo me that people
know that I'm not a failure, it's
just a decision I had to make."
I got lo work with Stephanie
on an article that we did together
on the city mission and
homelessness. Throughout the
evening we got lo talk about life
and all the things that go about
being who we are. What I
learned was that she is a far cry
from the quiet girl that I saw in
the office on the first day who
seemed to be shy and reserved.
It just felt goofy the other
night when I realized that the
reason she wasn't at the editor's
meeting was because she never
was going to be at one again.
"It feels funny" she said "I'm
getting back to the way things
used to be."
• Toby Gruppen is another
person I consider a friend of
mine even though I'm loo
embarrassed lo tell him he's
cool.
I met Mr. Gruppen in some of
my communications courses as
we always seemed lo be in the
same group together. Which was
pretty good considering he's the

only football player that I really
know or at least would talk to
me.
When he's not communicating with the world, Toby starts
at comerback for the Flying
Dutchmen. He happens to be a
senior and this past Saturday was
the last game of his career. I was
in attendance and watched him
play because it also happens that
he plays the same position that I
used lo play when I played
football (I am hence, retired).
I got an opportunity to talk to
Toby about how he feels now
that he won't play another down
of football.
"It didn't hit me until Parents
Day" he said "when my parents
came out and told me to have a
good game and gave me a big
hugToby came off the field after
a series late in the fourth quarter
and he notice that I was silling
there and gave me a little nod
hello. I watched as he sat on the
end of the bench by himself and
kept gazing into his helmet, kind
of pickin' al it. I wondered if he
knew it was almost over or if he
was mad because he almost got
burned for a touchdown on a
previous play. He insists it was
the latter.
"He (the receiver) said 4boy I
had you smoked' and I said 'but
you didn't score a touchdown
did you'" And that's a lot of
what Toby will m i s s , " the trash
talk" but not "the cheap stuff, the
kind that brings you game up
and makes you play belter." he
said.
Toby also said that he is
going to miss "the friends that
you meet" as well as the
physical play or "structured
physical contact" as he put it.
And while the N.F.L isn't
going to be knocking on the door
anytime soon Toby seems
content in watching his litUe
brother "Mikey" finish playing
high school ball.
The silver lining though is
that Toby has a year of eligibility left, but he's not going to use
it. "My parents want me to come
out, but my body hurts too
much" he said "I respect the pros
more than ever now."
I've gotten a chance to meet
and work with Stephanie and
Toby and while not many might
notice that they aren't going to
be doing the same things they
used to, I will and I'll miss
getting the chance to see each
work at something that they love
to do so much.

Flying Dutch wrap up
season with 21-17 victory
Hope
finishes
second to
Albion in
MIAA
by P a u l R o s e n b r o o k
staff r e p o r t e r
Someone once said, "Persistence
may be the most important word in
the dictionary."
The Hope College football team
proved that to be true with a 21-17
victory over visiting Olivet College
on Saturday.
Hope found itself fighting back
throughout the game until Bill Kowal
('95) struck the fatal blow to Olivet
midway through the fourth quarter.
"It was an enjoyable win," said
Head Coach Ray Smith. "We came
back three times. Before this game,
we hadn't played well when we were
behind."
Olivet opened the scoring with a
21-yard touchdown run, but Hope
responded with a touchdown pass
from quarterback Mike DenBraber
('94) to Jon Slagh ( 4 94) to cap off a
74-yard drive.
In the third quarter, four plays
after a successful fake punt. Olivet
found the end zone again to take the
lead, 14-7.
But once again, Hope responded.
A 69-yard drive, highlighted by
Slagh' s 43-yard run, and finished by
Brent Barth's 9-yard scamper, tied
the game at 14-all.
At the end of the third quarter, a
field goal put Olivet on top once
more, 17-14.
But not for long.
DenBraber led the Flying Dutch-

Hope
Sports
This
Week:
CROSS COUNTRY:
NCAA Regionals at Albion

394-7888
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Hope winter sports
will begin
November 21.
Stay tuned for
upcoming winter
sports calendar
information.

immm

Anchor photo by Rich Blai^

#46 Toby Gruppen ('93) leaps high Into the air against
Olivet on Saturday to tip the ball as #25 Kelly Clark
{'93) waits to intercept the pass
men on a 61 -yard march up field, by
hitting tight end Tim VerMeulen
with a 30-yard pass, and Slagh with
a 14-yard pass. Two plays later,
Kowal was celebrating his 3-yard
touchdown run and a 21-17 lead for
Hope, and they never looked back.
The win capped off a fine season
for the Dutchmen, who finished 6-3
and finished as MIAA runner-up.

YMMBA
What's it take to get your MBA? What
programs are offered and what are the
admissions requiremeitfs? Is financial aid
available? What career opportunities exist
for minority MBAs?

Attend this free seminar and get
the answers right from the experts—
including minority MBA graduates, grad
students and grad school officers from various schools of business and management.
Admission is free. Registration begins at 8:30 am.
Followed by a job fair Meet represenialives of major corporations, l-5pm.
For a schedule of DMBA seminars in
other cities, call 1-800-446-0807.

t

NOTEBOOK
Defensive back Kelly Clark('93j
was named MIAA Defensive Cot
Player of the Week.. ..Running bac^
Brent Barth led the Flying Dutchmen with 7 touchdowns in 1992..^
Quarterback Mike DenBraber (4 4 94)
finished third in MIAA passing with
f
a 119.29 rating.

MINORITY COLLEGE
STUDENTS & GRADS;

DESTlNtf*^
Sat., Nov. 14

For up-to-date Hope College
sports action and schedule
information, call the Hope
Sports Hotline:

Hi

Destination MBA is
national b o u r l y

MSHMBA
ol tllspanlc MIlAi

•

CALLING A L L SENIORS GRADUATING IN M A Y ! !
KJ^ H e l p select y o u r c o m m e n c e m e n t speaker
D e c i d e w h e t h e r or not to have two
B a c c a l a u r e a t e services on graduation day
Vote by ballot In Maas during registration

Monday Nov. 16th, 8-9 a.m. and 2:30-5 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOREST VIEW HOSPITAL provides free local assessments for
Mental Health issues such as depression, eating disorders, sexual,
and other mental concerns. For additional information contact: Family & Community Outreach Center;
1832 Baldwin, Jenson, Ml 49428;
457-4111.

$$$$ FREE TRAVEL AND RESUME EXPERIENCE!! Individuals and Student O r g a n i z a t i o n s
w a n t e d to p r o m o t e S P R I N G
BREAK, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-3276013.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT: Make money teaching English abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
Make $2,000-$4,000+ per month.
Many provide room& board+other
benefits! Financially & Culturally
rewarding! For international Employment
program
and
application,call the International
Employment Group: (206)632-1146
extJ5624.

GRADUATE STUDIES IN BIOCHEMISTRY, MOLECULAR
GENETICS, CELL AND CANCER
BIOLOGY, PROTEIN STRUCTURE AND CRYSTALLOGRAPHY in the Department of Biochemistry at Wayne State University School of Medicine. $19,600
stipends include $ 12,000 salary, full
tutition and health insurance. Special fellowships may be avaiable for
outstanding applicants. Minimum
G P A 3 . 0 . The Department also features a summer research program
for undergraduates, paying $2500
for 12 weeks of lab training. Contact Dr. Akins at 313-577-0419, or
write the Department of Biochemistry, 540 East Canfield, Detroit, MI.
48201, for applications and information or to arrange a visit. W S U i s
an Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer.

STOLEN! My 13-year-old son's
blue Schwinn Allure bike was stolen near Van Vleck Hall on Saturday, Nov. 7. He is devastated without it. If you know anything about it,
please call Patti at Van Wylen Library, x7790.

PLEASERECYCLETHIS PAPER.
—The Trees.

HEY REEVERTS: Go blue...

C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S : ' to all
Nykerk participants. You all are
winners! Love, the KDX sorority

KAREN: I love ya rommie! Hang
in there! Life is down now, but soon
it'll be up again! Take your birthday
for example, Happy 20th Birthday!
Let's celebrate! Love Elise

a p p e a r e d recently with the
Fontana Players; the DeVos String
Quartet; Lakeshore Chamber Players; Heritage Hill Series; Saugatuck
Chamber Series; Chicago's Myra
H e s s S e r i e s ; Interlochen Arts
Academy; Lake Michigan, Goshen
and K a l a m a z o o C o l l e g e s ; and
Brandeis University.
Conway performs in collaboration with artists such as Nancy
Steltman, principal cellist of the
Grand Rapids Symphony; Phyllis
Rappeport of Western Michigan
University, in four-hand concerts;
and Charles Aschbrenner of Hope

Fee
Continued from page 1

o Concerned?
o
Pregnancy?
O
CO

Call X7585

CD

CL
• O

Confiedetial counseling
Free Pregnancy Testing

Hope College
HEALTH CLINIC

FREE
FLEX

und

H O P E College Students from
Fitness Center, OneXANNTNG visit.

to all

Present your student I.D. Along with the attached coupon
RA

/S£R!

FLEX

at

Support the Peer Counseling Center by purchasing hot,
cheesy pizza for only 500 a slice!
Kletz Snack Bar- Tuesday, nov. 17- 5pm to 11pmAlso, watch your mail! Forms \tall be mailed to you so
that you can order whole frozen pizzas for only $5.

Hope College Students receive the following
and club rates with valid I.D.
|
TMNING
300 minutes $25
Two 300 min. packages for $45
(bring a friend)
CLUB MEMBERSHIPS
1 month $25
3 months $63
6 months $112
r

They need your support!

FREE

to redeem your

T

r

_

r

.

^

—

~

n

1 free d a i l y p a s s t o
Flex Fitness

6<f

The Kletz and Peer counseling

L

Now y o u c a n have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards tn the worid-.VIsa® and MastcrCaid*
credit cards..."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need f o r - ID—BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTS—
HOTELS—MOTELS—C^S—CAR R E N T A L S REPAIRS- AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

No
^

credit
s e c u r i t

special tanning
1

| T
|
1 tree
20 m,n m a x
i
^
;
^i
i t a n n i n g session
^
i
FLEX
1
name
I rate
I staff

• P l e a s e call i n a d v a n c e lo set a p p o i n t m e n t t i m e

|

for lnnnin

K

• O n e c o u p o n per c o a t o m e r p e r y e a r

F a t 0

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

visit! Also take

advantage of our one FREE gym pass coupon.

All proceeds benefit the Hope College Pe,er
Counseling Center!
4

CVI^

BirtnControl?
SexuallyTransmitted
"Diseases?
AIDS?

96 PLAY: you guys did a great job
on Saturday! You should be very
proud of what you've done. Love.
95 play coaches

f

\MC

College, in two-piano recitals. She
is also a member of the FloydConway Trio. She has been a member of Hope's faculty since 1969.
She holds a B.S. in music education
from Lebanon Valley College and
an M.M. in piano from Manhattan
School of Music.
Prior to joining the College's
faculty, she served as vocal coach
and accompanist on the Sarah
Lawrence College staff and taught
at Brooklyn Conservatory of Music, Bay View College of Music in
Michigan and Red Fox Music Camp
in Massachusetts.
—Hope College News Service

rolled for five credits or more and 74
students in off-campus programs.
Calculated at $35 per semester
per student, with for the usual five
percent drop in activities fee-paying
students during spring semester, the
total comes to $175,000.

for a semester do not have to pay
because they do not reap any of the
benefits of the student activities paid
for by the fund.
As of November 2, the Registrar's
Office counted 2,640 students en-

95 PLAY BOYS: you guys have
been so AWESOME! Thanks for
all your hard work and dedication.
We are so proud to have had you as
odd-year play boys! We'll miss
you!! Love, Mimi and Tanya

f'ZZA

Sfionmed

• I

Conway
—
Continued from page 1

95 PLAY GIRLS: Congrats! You
guys did an AWESOME job on Saturday! You did what we couldn't
ever tell you to do and that is you
made the play your own. You should
be VERY proud of yourselves- almost as proud as we are of you. We
love you and we'll miss you!! Love,
Tanya & Mimi

Korner

HELP!!!

I I I !

O f f e r e x t e n d e d t h r u Nov. 3 0 . 1992

staff

F l e x i s only 1 mi. f r o m c a m p u s . T a k e I G t h e a s t to
C e n t u r y L a n e . 1/4 mi. on left.

STUDENT SERVICES.BOX 17921.PLANTATI0H>FL 53318
Y

E

S

!

I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit

Canis. Endosed find $ 5 which Is 100% refundable If not
approved Immediately.
*

NAME

,

ADDRESS
CFIY

STATE — ZIP

PHONE

S.S.*

SIGNATURE
y

deposit!

Approval absolutely guaranteed s o

NOTE: MaslerCaid Is a irgtstcred tradeimik of MaslnOiftl Intcmxttoiml Inc.
Visa Is a registered trademarfc of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA Inlcrfaitional
Servtaa AMOCWKHV

1 0 0 %

QUARANTEED!

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY
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Cox
Continued from page 3
"I taught at a small college in
Santa Barbara for two years before
moving on to the University of
Victoria, in British Columbia/' Cox
recalled. "While I was there I received a special fellowship from
Harvard, so I was able to go there
and teach for a year."
It was while Cox was at Harvard
that Hope contacted him.
"I really liked what Td learned
about Hope from other faculty, and
I appreciated the mission statement
of the place " he said. T d also taught
at a variety of schools, and I knew
what I was looking for. I felt that I
could contribute something to
Hope."
Cox returned to Holland in 1979,
and he has been here ever since. He
currently teaches several English

f • -

courses, with his specially lying in
the works of Shakespeare.
His area of expertise will be
growing even further, however, as
Cox is taking a sabbatical term in
the spring in order to study aspects
of early English drama.
"I will be studying the development of devil figures from the
Middle Ages to early Renaissance
drama," Cox explained. "The devil
has often been used as a metaphor
for much more than just spiritual
evil; it often represents what is going on in the society, too."
As John Cox sets off on this next
new venture, he takes the knowledge gained from his years at Hope
with him. He will return in the fall
with a new area of expertise and
new ideas to challenge his students.
And, like the small model in his
office, his ship sails on.

world
famous
poet
SHARON OLDS
reading

Korem— Pizza
Continued from page 3

Korem came to the conclusion ending of relationships, sexual isChristianity is true.
sues, dealing with people who have
Korem said he spends time on different personalities, and coping
the road away from his family to with friends who have a drinking
help communities become less vul- problem. In addition, student counnerable and keep the innocent from selors are taught basic empathy
being manipulated by evil frauds.
skills.
"My faith is something not to
Counselors who are confronted
keep to myself," Korem explained. with an issue beyond their training
"It is our responsibility to make sure .skills offer referrals to professionals
faith is kept alive. We do not need to both on and off campus.
be sheltered but must have the guts
Students wishing to fill positions
to speak out."
as new peer counselors can apply in
the spring for the following fall se-

Sun. Nov. 1 5
f r o m 8 - 1 Opm
Dow

Mass Auditorium

7:00

MAY - JUNE TERM
IN

JAPAN
(Hope's Best Kept Secret)

Student/Faculty

V o l leybal I

Tourney

If this
more of
events.
f o r your

Sign up outside
Phelps on Nov.12
(lunch and dinner) &
Nov.13 (lunch)

Thursday, November 12 from 11 a.m. - 12 Noon in the Granberg
room.
Thursday, November 12 from 5 p.m. - 6 p.m. in the Granberg
room.
I f you have any questions or need more i n f o r m a t i o n , please
c a l l Professors E l l i o t Tanis at 394-7527 or A l f r e d o Gonzales
at 394-7785.

Questions? Contact
Kristen Hintz x6999

sponsored by
student/faculty
interaction
committee

HOPt tOLLLUt

Join BACCHUS and make a
difference!

SAC movie -

Campus Events
Poetry Reading Sharon Olds, Wed. Nov. 11, 7 p.m. in Maas
Develop a Personal Job Search Plan Tues. Nov. 17, 11-12 in Placement Office (x7950)
Chemistry Seminar Thurs..Nov 12, ^Catalytic Antibodies," 11 a.m. in
Peale B50
Washington May Term Info. Session Wed. Nov. 11, 3:30 p.m. in Lubbers 107
Preparing Your Resume Mon. Nov. 16, 4-5 p.m. in Placement Office (x7950)
Education and Special Education Student Advising For students interested but not yet in the programs;
Thurs. Nov. 1 2 , 1 1 a.m. in VanZoeren 247

Student Organizations
Sign Language Club Thurs., 9 p.m. in Voorhees Basement, Maas Km
Fellowship of Christian Students Mon., 9 p.m. in Maas Auditorium
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Fri., 8:30 in Maas Conference Rm
Students for Christ Tues. 9 p.m. in Maas Conference Rm.
Debate Team Mon., 7-9 p.m. in Lubbers 103
Forensics Association Mon. 9 p.m. in Lubbers 103 (Call Alspach x7594)
ACOA - (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Tues. 9 p.m. Sligh building rm. 201 - Contact Darell
Schregardus (x7945)
BACCHUS (alcohol education) Thurs., 9 p.m. in Lubbers 106. All welcome.
Environmental Issues Group Wed., 6 p.m. in Lubbers 103
Black Coalition Tues., 6:45-7:45 p.m., Otte Rm. Phelps; 25th
Anniversary Dinner, Sun. Nov. 15
Student Congress Thurs., 9 p.m. in Maas Conf. Rm. Public welcome
Nurses Christian Fellowship Hope-Calvin Nursing Students; Thurs. 3:30 p.m. in
Calvin North Hall Rm. 268
PRIDE Sun. 8 p.m., Snow Auditorium; call Jeremy Monty
(x6496) for info

Call The Anchor (x7877) with additional times and dates of campus events
12
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program sounds of i n t e r e s t , please come and l e a r n
the program's goals, a c t i v i t i e s , and c u l t u r a l
There are three informational seminars scheduled
convenience:

Wednesday, November 11 from 7 p.m. - 8 p.ln. in the Granberg
Room (second f l o o r , Van Wylen L i b r a r y ) .

Arts & Entertainment
Sun. 6 p.m.
Knickerbocker Theatre Nov. 6,7 & 10-12 Thank-You and Goodnight!, 7 and
9 nightly
Nov. 13-21 The Best Intentions, 7 nightly and 1:00
Sat. Nov. 14 only
All College Sing with Hugh Fink Fri. Nov. 13, 8:30 p.m., Holland Civic Center
Junior Recital •
Lynda Hakken, organist, Sat. Nov. 14, 8 p.m. in
Dimnent Chapel
Faculty Recital Series Sun. Nov. 15, 8 p.m. in Wichers Auditorium
Student Recital Thurs. Nov. 12, 7 p.m. in Dimnent Chapel

v

Come and spend four weeks in Tokyo as part of the IDS 289
course. Contemporary Issues in Japan. While in Tokyo you
w i l l study at M e i j i Gakuin U n i v e r s i t y , your Kyoto, Nara,
Nikko, Hiroshima, and Kamakura.
You w i l l also have a
homestay w i t h a Japanese f a m i l y . Plan now f o r Summer 1993.

Q ALENDAR OF EVENTS
Nov. 13-15 Alien 111, Fri. and Sat. 7 & 9:30 p.m.,

mester. Applications are available
in the Sligh Building.
Kristy Inman ( ' 9 5 ) , a peer
counselor at Hope, feels the service
is worthwhile. "I have been a
counselor for two years now, and as
a group, we have really come together," she said. "We've learned a
lot about ourselves and how to help
others do the same."
Questions and concerns can be
taken to the Peer Counseling office,
room 112, first floor of the Sligh
Center (x7945).

Have you ever thought of v i s i t i n g Japan; of l e a r n i n g more
about Japanese language, c u l t u r e , and society?

here
tonight

Continued from page 9

Students working to prevent alcohol abuse while
*
having FUN...
BACCHUS: because alcohol education doesn't have
to be boring.
call Jay (x6706) or Libbie (x4884)

The Anchor
De Witt Center
Holland. Ml 49423
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